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Uebervart 

"All For Men!"

At the lively neighborhood of Innenstadt, Uebervart offers some of the

unique collections of men's wear and accessories. The stylish store brings

to you cosmetics, fashionable clothes, shoes, music, books, arts as well as

other accessories for that perfect look. You may also be surprised to find

some of the most trendy shoes and bags here. Check out the website for

detailed information on all their products and services.

 +49 69 2102 9943  www.solebox.com/de_DE/

storedetails?sid=FRK1

 hello@uebervart.de  Kleiner Hirschgraben 14,

Francoforte
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Marc O'Polo 

"Exclusively Stylish!"

Located in the heart of Innenstadt, Marc O'Polo is a one stop shop for all

the designer stuff. The store provides an exclusive variety of colors, styles

and patterns. Be it jackets, shirts, t-shirts, trousers, blouses or tops, they

offer everything with a style statement. If not clothes, you may not want to

leave empty-handed after seeing the collection of bags, belts, sunglasses

or the exquisite jewellery. Check out the website for detailed information

on products and special discounts.

 +49 69 2199 7026  www.marc-o-polo.com/  Steinweg 9, Francoforte
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Peek & Cloppenburg 

"Quality Fashion for the Whole Family"

Peek & Cloppenburg a quality department store offers broad assortment

of clothing for men and women, ranging from sports clothes to formal

wear. The product range includes collections by classic designers such as

Boss and Armani, as well as casual wear by the likes of Esprit, Marc O'Polo

and Diesel. Service is friendly and competent.

 +49 69 1534 0147  www.peek-cloppenburg.de/  Zeil 71-75, Francoforte
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Ermenegildo Zegna Boutique 

"Classy Men's Boutique!"

Located near the Innenstadt neighborhood, Ermenegildo Zegna Boutique

is a classy men's boutique that will simply change the face of your

wardrobe. The designer collection of shirts, trousers and blazers are

unique. In addition, the collection of perfumes and sunglasses is

exclusive. Do check out the ties and belts too. Visit the website for more

details.

 +49 69 133 8430  www.zegna.com/de-de/  frankfurt.boutique@zegna.

com

 Goethestrasse 31/33,

Francoforte
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C & A 

"Cheap And Fashionable Clothing"

C&A is known throughout Europe for its fashionable clothing at extremely

competitive prices. The C&A brands follow contemporary fashion trends,

but you can also find a selection of timeless and classic clothes here too.

Located at the end of the Zeil shopping street, this particular store is

particularly good for youngsters, with a Clockhouse Boutique for teenage

fashions in the basement, and a branch of McDonalds on the third floor.

 +49 69 29 9810  www.c-and-

a.com/de/de/corporate/company/

 Zeil 48, Francoforte
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Dolzer 

"Stylish Men!"

Located in the neighborhood of Offenbach, Dolzer is one of the most

sought after men's boutiques. The trendy and stylish shirts, trousers, and

blazers offer that perfect look for business as well as formal evenings. The

classy accessories and ties only add to the exclusive dressy looks. For

detailed information, check out the website or call ahead.

 +49 69 9441 2178  info@dolzer.com  Hanauer Landstraße 190a, Francoforte
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